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Hans thinks people expect a lot of him because he is the son of Martin Luther and wonders what he

can do to fulfill their expectations.
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Louise A. Vernon was born in Coquille, Oregon. As children, her grandparents crossed the Great

Plains in covered wagons. After graduating from Willamette University, she studied music and

creative writing, which she taught in the San Jose public schools.

He was required to read it for his Renaissance unit, and the cover caught his eye, so he began to

read it before it was due. He loved it even enough to re-read with his class.

My husband and I have been reading all of Louise Vernon books we can get a hold of. Love the still

of writing for teens and we get reading pleasure and understanding too! Thanks.

This was a good book you should read about the adventures and happiness yay yay yay yay yay

yay yay



If you are getting this book as part of the TOG curriculum, it's not the best read. I would hesitate to

get another book by this author. The dialog is really excessively choppy. Mostly, the children are

characters who ask their Aunt Lena a million questions about their father's past which she then

recounts for them. The children don't do much themselves. It's like reading a long and drawn out

question and answer session. You can get the exact same info on Martin Luther presented more

concisely in Trial & Triumph by Richard Hannula or even the Paul Maier book on Luther. He is

certainly well worth studying -- just not with this book. That being said, my children didn't seem to

mind me reading it to them though. We just read a chapter a day. It seemed like a lot of reading for

no new insight or information. So, if you have the other books, you don't need this one.

it is a good book and quit intersring but can get boring at times and they kin'da disrespect the dad a

Tiny TINY bit but it is still in there my mom made me read it for history couse i am home schooled

and she was folowing a criculem so i had to read this book and by the way i am 11 yrs old and i

think it is a good book for girls and alot for boys couse a boy is the main charecter but i am a girl

and i still liked it. i like to sit down and drink tea and read this book its a good one And if you are

thinking of buing this book on your phone,kindle ,tablet or in a real paper back form you shoul get it.

it gives out the lovly gospel in little ways another way thst is fun for me to read this book is couse i

am a gymmast i like to hold a hand stand while i am reading until my mom sais to stop or to get

down and not do gymnastics while i am doing schoole but to finesh up thid is a good book :-)
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